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For e\ ery zero-dimensional space E of no;{-mc=asurabk cardirrahty we construct a zero- 
dimensio 181, hereditarily tealcompact, iocally compact and locally cc.untable space which cannot 
be emhe~tcled as a closed subspace into any topological power c:f the space E. Under the 
assumpticn that ah cardinals are non-measurable it gives he resuh stated in the title. 
This is an answer for a question raised bv W. Herrlich 
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! epi-reflection realcomp;\ct 
1 
simple c ategory E-compact 
, . zero-dlrlen:.jonal m-qcompact , 
zero-dir rensronally sit-compact 
: S. h4rowka introduced in YlO] the lconce;pt of E-compact qze. Namely, for a 
given IIausdc rff space E, a space X is E-co)+qrlact if it is homeomorphic to a ciosed 
subspace of 13” for some cardinal m. 
In terms of the category theory the category of iall E-campa\ct spacl:s forms the 
epi-rEflectbe W HAWS(E) in HAUS (the category of all H~sdorfI spaces) i.e., 
C,.D smallest epi-reflecr ive subcategory of HAUS coritaining the space E’ (se-: [G, 71). 
An cpi-relXec1 ive subcategory of HACJS is called simple if it is equal HAU!$(E ) for 
some space 1,:. 
It was nsse ted in [2] that the N-compact spaces (where N is the set of natural 
numbers with the discrete topology j are precisely the zero-dimensional realcom- 
pact spaces. It is clear that ev~lp-y N-compact sp; is zer*o-dimensional nd 
realcompact but the proof of the converse in i2] was incoi-;;plete. in fact the 
converse is false. It was shown by P. Pqyikos in [ll:] and [ I2] that the Prabir Roy’s 
space A is a cc unterexampZei ‘The simplicity of the category of all zero-dimensional 
reaicompact sJ3a ces remained an open question (raised in [.!i, (5, 73 atld [ I6])., . 
The aim of this paper is to show that wnlder the a,ssumption that all cardinals are 
{non-measurable tk category of all zero-dimensional reakompact spaces is not 
Gmpie. For every zero-dimensional space 13 of non-measurable cardinality we 
construct a zero-dimensional, hereditarily realcompact, locally compact and locally 
ctountable space which is riot E-compact. 
In this paper all undefined topological notions are from 831. IF every subspace of 
X is realcompact hen X wrill be called hersdikzri~y reakxqxzct. X is Iocally 
cjguntable if every point of X hlas an open countable neighborhood. 1X 1 dd:notes the 
cixdinality of a set X, m, n are always the infinite cardirlal num’bers, rtt+ stands for 
tl,l!e least cardinal greater than m. , 
2. Zera-dimensionaliy m-compact spaces 
Let ‘3 be a family of subsets of space X. 8 is said to have the m-intersection 
puberty if every collection of less than m sets in % has a nonempty intersxtion. 
A zero-dimensional space X is said to be rlsro-dimensionally m-compact if every 
ukafilter of the clopen sets on X with the nkatersection property is fixed [8]. A 
zero-dimensional space is zero-dimensi~or,a%ly & (&)-compact iff it is compact 
(N-compact , respectively) (see [ 51). 
L~mrna 1” A zero-dimensional space X with 1 X I< tn is zero-dimensionally m- 
compofY. b 
PM& Trivial. ” 
3. Basic Lemma 
The main theorems of hhis paper are based on 
Lemrxaa 3. ket ..X be a merrizable space wi:h weight III and car&n&y 2m. Then there 
exist:: a space 2 such that 
(Q Xand Rh sue the came underlying sell” .+ and the t~p~logy of8 is finer ( = more 
open sets) thtv2 the topolqj c.$ X. 
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Mortiover, if x ca,qnot be disconnecte’d by a set uf ca.vdiuality less thav; I?“‘, then 
(w) For every &pen subset A of Ik! [AI<2” OY /7&d I<?“, 
(vi) 2 is not ze;*o-dimensionally m+-compact. 
. The space X was constructed L’or X = R by E. fan Douwen in [I.]. E. Pol 
observed (see [14]) that the space 2 can be constructed, rin the same way, 1:‘or every 
separable metrizatsle space X wil-h cardinality C. She showed in [13] tlhat if in 
z!d~~ion X cannot be disconnected by a set of cardinality less than C, then J? gives a 
new Iexample of a zero-d _ imensional realcompact space whik is not N-compact. 
“Ak’l5. prove Lemma 3 by reproducing van Douwen’s c0rstruct:ic.n (with minor 
modifications) and by using argument% from [13]. 
roof. Denote by;<1 the metric on the set X that induces the topology of X. 
Let 
9 = {{F, C:} : F, G c X, 1 F / e m, 1 G 1 s m, l&F r, &G 1 ::= 2”). 
Len A be the initi;A ordinal of cardinaMy 2”. Enumerate X and 9 in 2 one-to-one 
way by ordinals less than A. 
Let Xa = {Q: p l : a}. 
Define with tran!(finite recursion an injection @ : h -+ A by 
For every y c:: A Ichoose a sequence s, : IV’--+ X rBtvl such that for every i E I+? 
and 
s,(2i - 1)CE F,, s, (1:) E 6,. 
Since 9, (i) E XBIrJ for y c A and i E I%, wIer can co.?struct with tr&irsfinitc 
recursion colllections {L (xp, j) : j E N} of subsets of X as s’ollow~ 
It is easy to prove wl~h trzlnsfinite induction that if x’ E & (y, j) for J:, y E X, j E N, 
thlicn L (x, i) C L(y, j) for some i E N,. Hence, since eack (L (x, j) : j E N} is a 
dacreasmg family, we can define a new topology on the se! X by taking 
{i:,(X. j) ‘: j E N) as 6 heal bwe at the point A. 
Denote the obtained spalce by .k 
(i) ;If x 6~ L(y, j) then d(x, y ) <: 31/j @ansfini% induction). Hence the topology of 
,%I is finer than the topology of A:‘. 
(ii) It is easy to prove, with trartsfinite induction, that the sets II&j) are 
L 
countab!e and compt in .i for all x E X and j E 
zero-dimensional, locallv compact and iocaIIy co~intabk. 
{iii) Let A, B C 2 ani jclx fl &B I= 2”. %ce X ha5 
a pair {K, 8GYi E 9 such that 
It fo!fows kmediateiy from the definition of the topology 
Hence the space JZ is 
; the weight of in there is 
(iv) Lf ITI is non-measurable then X is here ily realcompact (see [3] Ch. 
15.24). X has the topology finer than X, hence _% is hereditarily reaicompact too 
tlistiume now that X cann$% by- disconnected b a set of cardi~alit~ Iess than 2”. 
This means that in X the boundary of every non-dense set with non-empty interior 
is of cardinality 2”. 
(v) (iii) implies that for evev clopen subset A of 2 we have 
&(X-A)J<2”. Hence 
or 
~1,~ (X -- A ) = X and f 
clxA =’ X and 1 X - A 1x12”. 
,% : A is clopen in 2 MI 
BI is a free ultrafilter of elope sets in _%? with ~~ai~t~~~~ct~~n pxopei-ty. The space 2 
is not zero-dimcl~si~na:~ 
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e a Hilbert space with an ortrronormal base of cardigality nt. Then X is a 
inality 2” and weight m. 
described in Lemma 3. 2 is a zero-dimensiona’ realcompact 
lt ta see that X cannot be dkonnected by a set of cardinality 
ment is very much like for the fact that Euclidean plane 
d by a set of cardinality less tha,n t. Hence _% is not 
Nero-dimensionally m-compact and, following Lemma 2, ?? is not E-cornpack This 
ends the proof. 
ry. Under the assumption that ~11 cardinals are non-measurable the category 
of aif zero-dimensional realcom..pact spaces is not simple. 
A completely regular space X is said to be m-compact if every ultrafilter of 
zero-sets on X with m-imersection property is fixed (see [4]). The compactness 
(realcompactness) i  in the case m = = kt,, respectively). The category of ct.!: 
m-compact (ipaces is e AUS [4] and simple [9]. 
Since fGi ?lla every realcompact space is m-compact, by rqroducing the 
proof of Theorem 1 we can obtain 
Thuwem 2. Assume that aii cardinals are non-measurable. For all m 2 N, the 
r:ktegory of all zero-dimensional nt-compact spaces is not simple. 
Remark. For M = Es0 the category of all zero-dimensional m-compact spaces is 
simple. In fact it is generated by a two-point ‘*discrete space. 
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